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LoomX

Apr 4 2011, 04:08 AM

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Apr 4 2011, 02:21 AM) *

I think I mentioned this in the other thread but at least Hasbro have given Fluttershy her
correct eyes. Still doesn't excuse the fact that, apart from the colours, the mold is clearly
Rainbow Dash. Surely it can't be that hard/cost prohibited to sculpt a new figure for a main
cast member?
If Hasbro made a bit more effort, they could make the pony PVC figures into a great sideline.
You've got loads of main and background ponies to choose from, along with many variants for
the main cast. Personally, I'd like to see a boxset with the cast in their Dragonshy montage
poses:

Masked Toaster

Apr 4 2011, 04:11 AM

I'm finding it odd no pony has anything else to say about Luna indirectly killing her sister.
Sure, she deserves some revenge, but killing her sister goes way outside the bounds any
comics done.

Waspinator

Apr 4 2011, 04:14 AM

Meh, she's a sun goddess. She'll be ok.
Edit:
Also, one more for the "people freaking out Fluttershy" collection:

BB Shockwave

Apr 4 2011, 02:06 PM

Drat, no mini-pony blindpack in Hungary yet. At least Lego Minigiures Series 4 did hit stores
this week.
For those who liked that music - Photo Finish' theme from "Green isn't your color". It's not a
perfect rip, you can still hear the talk in some places, but I loved that theme.
I wonder why Hasbro didn't do more mini-pony molds. The previous plastic-haired Ponyville
lines even had exchangeable manes and hats, and other accessories... Why didn't they make
such a line for FiM? I mean, it's mostly manes and tails that make the characters look different.
They'd just have to create a few body poses and then add different manes and tails.

Nanite

Apr 4 2011, 02:35 PM

Is this thread what LSD is like?

Cabooceratops

Apr 4 2011, 02:37 PM

QUOTE(Nanite @ Apr 4 2011, 03:35 PM) *

Is this thread what LSD is like?

You should try it and tell us your findings, report back to us once you're done expirimenting.
It's for science!

Nanite

Apr 4 2011, 02:46 PM

QUOTE(Caboose! @ Apr 4 2011, 12:37 PM) *

QUOTE(Nanite @ Apr 4 2011, 03:35 PM) *

Is this thread what LSD is like?

You should try it and tell us your findings, report back to us once you're done expirimenting.
It's for science!

For the effects of browsing a thread devoid of context, the Japanese Image one is likely the
trippiest.
At least this one is adowable.

Waspinator

Apr 4 2011, 03:10 PM

This thread is consistently cute. The Japanese one alternates between cute, giant explosions,
and robots shooting at things. It's definitely weirder.

Dvandom

Apr 4 2011, 03:28 PM

Endowable?
---Dave

Copper Bezel

Apr 4 2011, 03:33 PM

Like endowment or like Eewoks?

Waspinator

Apr 4 2011, 03:38 PM

I have to admit that the fact the Fluttershy's trying to hide in the latest version of the
Equestria Daily banner makes me laugh:

mariomarc

Apr 4 2011, 04:04 PM

TM2-Megatron

Apr 4 2011, 05:33 PM

Wow; not a fan of that last "human"-ized drawing of Dash and Pinkie. It just seems off...
honestly, if someone's going to draw shipping art, stick to drawing them as entirely either
human or pony. Mixing features from the two... yeah, doesn't work.
Here's something featuring the two that's more amusing, but makes Pinkie look like a bit of a
weird stalker. icon-waspy.gif

http://johnjoseco.deviantart.com/#/d3d6dar

Masked Toaster

Apr 4 2011, 05:36 PM

Ha! Lazytown Ponies! I haven't watched that in years. Robbie Rotten looks pretty rotten, but
not very Robbie.

Luna's Moon Diaries by ~MoongazePonies on deviantART

AnkhChalice

Apr 4 2011, 05:52 PM

That was very sad. I really want to give Luna a hug now.

Waspinator

Apr 4 2011, 05:55 PM

Blueshift

Apr 4 2011, 06:06 PM

Inspired by the official Rainbow Dash as Fluttershy art
I have too much free time D:

Masked Toaster

Apr 4 2011, 06:17 PM

Dash actually looks nice as Rarity.

This Is Not My Hat... by ~binaryNinj4 on deviantART

Gentlecolts by ~binaryNinj4 on deviantART

Whiteknight by ~binaryNinj4 on deviantART

Buckin' by ~binaryNinj4 on deviantART

Haters Gonna' Hate by ~binaryNinj4 on deviantART

Shutterbug

Apr 4 2011, 06:20 PM

Those recolors are absolutely amazing. I personally prefer the Dash line of ponies, but I'm a bit
bias.

TM2-Megatron

Apr 4 2011, 08:02 PM

Back before her posture went downhill, lol.

http://moongazeponies.deviantart.com/art/L...Filly-203619298

Scavgraphics

Apr 4 2011, 08:24 PM

QUOTE(Scavgraphics @ Apr 3 2011, 03:38 PM) *

Ok..the general Transformers pic thread has failed me, so to th Pony Picturerers...I'm looking
for some front facing pictures of transformers...Optimus and a few others. Really just need
torso or torso and head.
This is for a pony project, so it's all good and ot:)

So anypony give some links?

Waspinator

Apr 4 2011, 08:26 PM

Do you want toy or cartoon pictures?

Princess Luna

Apr 4 2011, 08:30 PM

What's the link to this one's DA?

mariomarc

Apr 4 2011, 08:30 PM

Guardian Prime

Apr 4 2011, 10:49 PM

QUOTE(Princess Luna @ Apr 4 2011, 06:30 PM) *

http://fc08.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2011/093...max-d3d66ae.png
What's the link to this one's DA?

Here you go! The link for csimadmax's dA
http://csimadmax.deviantart.com/

Nutjob R/T

Apr 4 2011, 11:24 PM

Some say he has a brother in the states whose right legs are an inch longer, and he wears
horseshoes in the shape of the nurburgring.

Scavgraphics

Apr 4 2011, 11:36 PM

QUOTE(Waspinator @ Apr 4 2011, 09:26 PM) *

Do you want toy or cartoon pictures?

Cartoon or comic would be best.

mariomarc

Apr 5 2011, 12:01 AM

Shutterbug

Apr 5 2011, 05:16 AM

QUOTE(Nutjob R/T @ Apr 5 2011, 12:24 AM) *

Some say he has a brother in the states whose right legs are an inch longer, and he wears
horseshoes in the shape of the nurburgring.

Yay for Stig pony.

pao

Apr 5 2011, 05:25 AM

QUOTE(Nutjob R/T @ Apr 4 2011, 10:24 PM) *

Some say he has a brother in the states whose right legs are an inch longer, and he wears
horseshoes in the shape of the nurburgring.
http://img814.imageshack.us/img814/2641/13...ellestigpon.jpg

Further research leads to this Furaffinity page, with more "some say" lines and the following
sketch by the same artist in the comments. I can only hope this gets expanded into a full
drawing.

LoomX

Apr 5 2011, 06:05 AM

Those Top Gear ponies are awesome!
I do have to wonder what an Equestrian Top Gear show would be about, seeing as there
doesn't appear to be any cars in Equestria (unless you count Pinkie Pie's upcoming RC car toy).

Waspinator

Apr 5 2011, 07:58 AM

QUOTE(Scavgraphics @ Apr 4 2011, 11:36 PM) *

QUOTE(Waspinator @ Apr 4 2011, 09:26 PM) *

Do you want toy or cartoon pictures?

Cartoon or comic would be best.

Try clicking through the pages for the individual issues here, there's a lot of scanned images
from the comic that may have what you want:
http://tfwiki.net/wiki/The_Transformers_%28Marvel_comic%29
Or the episodes here:
http://tfwiki.net/wiki/List_of_Generation_1_episodes
Or if you've got a particular character in mind, search for their name and pull up their
individual page.
And I love this one:

We need more fake newspapers.

BB Shockwave

Apr 5 2011, 09:43 AM

QUOTE(Scavgraphics @ Mar 30 2011, 06:38 PM) *

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Mar 30 2011, 11:33 AM) *

Lyra can be in another equine-anatomy-unfriendly position in one of the chairs, with the
rest of the Masters a bit freaked out by her presence.

While I was looking at the dvd encodings last night, i finally spotted the Lounging Lyra shot.
Now to find her with the drinking cup.

Which episode is that one in? I only noticed the smoothie-slurping shot of her during Fall
Weather Friends.

WorkbenchManiac

Apr 5 2011, 10:02 AM

Dragonshy, when Pinkie starts counting Ponies in the park.

Scavgraphics

Apr 5 2011, 10:03 AM

QUOTE(BB Shockwave @ Apr 5 2011, 10:43 AM) *

QUOTE(Scavgraphics @ Mar 30 2011, 06:38 PM) *

QUOTE(TM2-Megatron @ Mar 30 2011, 11:33 AM) *

Lyra can be in another equine-anatomy-unfriendly position in one of the chairs, with the
rest of the Masters a bit freaked out by her presence.

While I was looking at the dvd encodings last night, i finally spotted the Lounging Lyra
shot.
Now to find her with the drinking cup.

Which episode is that one in? I only noticed the smoothie-slurping shot of her during Fall
Weather Friends.

You should have asked last week when I remembered:)
I'm pretty sure it's in Dragonshy after the opening credits. Fluttershy runs into the town square
to warn of the smoke, and there's a pan across the square after Fluttershy bumps into Pinkie.
Yep:

Waspinator

Apr 5 2011, 10:09 AM

BB Shockwave

Apr 5 2011, 12:15 PM

QUOTE(WorkbenchManiac @ Apr 5 2011, 03:02 PM) *

Dragonshy, when Pinkie starts counting Ponies in the park.

I have seen the vector trace, and always thought it was fan art... Awesome!
I guess we have our resident layout artist/Lyra fan to thank for that scene as well?
icon-arcee.gif

Nayuki

Apr 5 2011, 12:29 PM

QUOTE(BB Shockwave @ Apr 5 2011, 10:15 AM) *

QUOTE(WorkbenchManiac @ Apr 5 2011, 03:02 PM) *

Dragonshy, when Pinkie starts counting Ponies in the park.

I have seen the vector trace, and always thought it was fan art... Awesome!
I guess we have our resident layout artist/Lyra fan to thank for that scene as well?
icon-arcee.gif

She slouches just once and now her reputation as an upstanding, well-postured pony is ruined
forever. I don't know if she'll ever forgive me for posing her that way. She's been my go-to
silly pose pony ever since episode 1 where she does the silly bouncing in the background at the
Summer Sun Celebration (some of the other artists have re-used it in other crowd scenes too).

Waspinator

Apr 5 2011, 12:34 PM

Heh, so it was you. I guess you get bored sometimes making the backgrounds and decide to
have some fun? icon-fire.gif
The slouching is one thing, but I'm still trying to figure out how a pony manages to hold a cup
like that.

BB Shockwave

Apr 5 2011, 12:39 PM

Waspy, that pic of the Apple Family is just incredibly awesome. Who drew it? And apparently,
Applejack has a younger sister other then Applebloom...

QUOTE(ArsonTheDragon @ Apr 2 2011, 05:09 AM) *

Also, Anubis Pony is judging your soul against the Feather of Ma'at:

Shouldn't Anubis Pony... or rather, Ponubis be black? This looks rather like his son, Wepwawet
(or at least I have seen him depicted in brown colors sometime). A My Little Ammut would be
awesome (we could take Gummy for reference). And Horus, Gilda-style. icon-hotrod.gif

Waspinator

Apr 5 2011, 12:46 PM

Sorry, I think I found it on one of Equestria Daily's picture dumps, so I don't know the original
source.

Nayuki

Apr 5 2011, 12:59 PM

QUOTE(Waspinator @ Apr 5 2011, 10:34 AM) *

Heh, so it was you. I guess you get bored sometimes making the backgrounds and decide to
have some fun? icon-fire.gif
The slouching is one thing, but I'm still trying to figure out how a pony manages to hold a
cup like that.

I'm going to clarify what a layout artist does on the show. I don't draw the backgrounds, I
assemble and pose scenes for the animators. I get a scene that has the storyboards/audio/bg
in it. I add the characters to the scene and do the key poses of the characters to match the
storyboards (so if you look at a cool animation sequence, the layout artist probably setup at
least 2 or 3 of the frames for the animator to work from). I also setup camera moves. The job
is essentially there to make the animators job easier so they can focus on the little nuances
and top notch Flash animation we have on the show.
Crowd scenes can often be a lot of work, but they're also often some of my favorite scenes to
work on. I'm never bored working on the show, it's usually a matter of if I have time to add
silly things into the background.
As for ponies holding cups... cartoon physics. We try to avoid making those kinds of cheats
when possible, but we're flexible enough to bend or break the rules for comedic effect. It's a
cartoon about magical talking ponies after all... why should we be bound by the rules of
conventional reality?

BB Shockwave

Apr 5 2011, 01:25 PM

Quick question - do you do these scene layouts by preparing sketches and adding notes about
which characters to use, on paper? Or do you use the actual Flash images to assemble a scene
for the animators to work with?

Scavgraphics

Apr 5 2011, 01:34 PM

QUOTE(Nayuki @ Apr 5 2011, 01:59 PM) *

I'm going to clarify what a layout artist does on the show.

See..this ^^^ is the kind of inside information that I like. The BTS, how it gets done stuff. I
don't need to know upcoming story secrets...but the how it gets made? gold!

Nayuki

Apr 5 2011, 02:11 PM

QUOTE(BB Shockwave @ Apr 5 2011, 11:25 AM) *

Quick question - do you do these scene layouts by preparing sketches and adding notes
about which characters to use, on paper? Or do you use the actual Flash images to assemble
a scene for the animators to work with?

We use the actual Flash builds for it. We do sometimes add digital sketches drawn in Flash (we
use tablets or cintiqs depending on the person) if an action needs a little extra note for the
animator.

mariomarc

Apr 5 2011, 02:27 PM

Waspinator

Apr 5 2011, 03:21 PM

Here's what should be a nice, non-spoiler-y and answerable question: can you give us
examples of cute or funny poses you've done or seen coworkers do? Any that the fandom
doesn't seem to have noticed yet? In episodes that have already aired, of course.

Nayuki

Apr 5 2011, 04:00 PM

QUOTE(Waspinator @ Apr 5 2011, 01:21 PM) *

Here's what should be a nice, non-spoiler-y and answerable question: can you give us
examples of cute or funny poses you've done or seen coworkers do? Any that the fandom
doesn't seem to have noticed yet? In episodes that have already aired, of course.

Cute or funny poses that you guys haven't spotted yet? Nope, none that I can think of. I'm
amazed at how the fans go through each episode with a fine-toothed comb spotting all these
things.
There's 1 pony that only shows up in one scene that I always thought would be mentioned but
was overlooked (not surprising since Derpy was also in the scene). Take a look at Sonic
Rainboom, the scene where Rainbow and Fluttershy first arrive at Cloudsdale. There is a
female pegasus walking with a male pegasus in the bottom left. She's got a Apple Family
hairstyle and I took the color scheme from one of the female unicorn ponies. There is also a
pegasus using Lyra's color scheme in there (not doing anything silly though).
As a general rule we don't make our own background ponies since everything should go
through Hasbro for approval, but we sometimes will switch up color schemes or add wings
(kinda like what happened to the Doctor) if we need to expand our repertoire of background
ponies, it doesn't happen often (another one of those little things I try to do if I'm not running
too close to the deadline).
Edit: To clarify the color scheme switching... colors need to be approved by Hasbro, I was
referring to using the colors from an already existing pony and not adding a new color scheme.

LBD "Nytetrayn"

Apr 5 2011, 04:04 PM

I'm annoyed by that recolored figure. That means when/if my wife gets one, we're going to
have to be extra-careful about what we're looking for.
--LBD "Nytetrayn"

mariomarc

Apr 5 2011, 04:29 PM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=playe...dIdzmF5m0#at=30

This is a "lo-fi" version of our main content. To view the full version with more information, formatting and images, please
click here.
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